Lattice-strained Si thin films grown onto SiGe(110)/Si(110) are attracting because of their potential to realize high-speed transistors. In this study we observe surface morphology of Si/SiGe/Si(110) using scanning electron microscopy and we also observe microstructure of the identical position using cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy. These results reveal that crossing of stress-induced twins causes remarkable surface roughness. We propose using vicinal substrate to avoid this phenomenon and our successive experimental results are shown in this paper.
Introduction
In order to produce a high-speed field-effect-transistor (FET), strain control of semiconductor thin films are very important because elastically strained semiconductors sometimes show very high carrier mobility. Therefore many research groups in the world carried out both theoretical and experimental works on this view-point. Especially strained-Si grown onto SiGe(110) Si(110) is considered to be a promising material for complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) circuits [1] - [14] . Recently K. Arimoto and other members of our group have been studied the crystal-growth mechanism of lattice-strained-Si/lattice-relaxed-SiGe/ How to cite this paper: Yamanaka, J., Shirakura, M., Yamamoto, C., Utsuyama, N., Sato, K., Yamada, T., Hara, K.O., Arimoto, K. and Nakagawa, K. Si(110) hetero-structure [12] [13] [14] . These studies showed us that stress-induced twins were introduced during the SiGe growth and they had an important role to relax the SiGe buffer layers and to form strained Si layers. However, some specimens showed remarkable surface roughness. We must avoid surface roughening to produce a high-speed FET because of the well-known negative effect of the interface scattering.
The purpose of this study is identifying the origin of this remarkable surface roughness observed on Si/SiGe(110)/Si(110). We also challenge to produce a Si/SiGe/Si(110) with flat surface.
Experimental Procedure
Commercially available Si(110) wafers were used as substrates after chemical and thermal cleaning. Then we deposited thin films onto the Si(110) using solid-source-MBE. At first compositionally step-graded SiGe layers were deposited.
Then uniform SiGe layers, and after that, the top Si layers were deposited. The substrates' temperature was 600˚C. The total thickness of the SiGe buffer layers were 400 -800 nm. The thickness of the top Si layer was 20 nm. The growth rate of the film was about 0.1 -2 A/sec. Surface morphology of the specimens was observed by atomic force microscope (AFM) and scanning electron microscope (SEM). After these observations, we coated the specimens with protection layersto avoid ion-bombardment of focused ion beam (FIB). The 1st protection layer was permanent marker's ink. The 2nd one was a sputtered Pt-Pd. The 3rd and final one was a W layer. Then we picked up a part of the specimens and thinned them using FIB. After that we observed the micro-structure of the specimens using transmission electron microscopes (TEM). After the FIB and the TEM, we chemically removed the protection layers from some of the specimens and observed surface morphology again using SEM to make clear where the cross-sectional TEM data were taken from. (We used the ink, which can be solved by using acetone, as the 1st protection layer for this purpose.)
Results and Discussion
First, surface morphology of the specimens was observed by AFM. A typical AFM image is shown in Figure 1 . We also took scanning electron micrograph and its typical result is shown in Figure 2 is not shown in Figure 4 , but it is close to the area shown in Figure 4 .) The dark field TEM images (DFI) in Figure 5 show that the crystallographic orientations of the twins are same even after the crossing. However, more important information is as follows: The DFI in Figure 5 show that the original stress-induced twins are quit thin (less than 20 nm thick), but after the crossing the twins show Figure 6 shows a TEM bright field image, narrow area (~200 nm) selected diffraction patterns (SADPs), and high-resolution transmission electron micrographs (HREMs) taken from the same area of Figure 5 . The SADPs in Figure 6 approve that the crystallographic orientations of the twins are same even after the crossing as mentioned before using the results of Figure 5 . The HREM shown in Figure 6(F) shows that the thick twin just under the specimen-surface was made up of many thin twins which have only several {111} planes, although it is not clear whether or not this fact is related to the surface roughening.
The HREM around the crossing point of the stress-induced twins, which is shown in Figure 6 thick rough band on the specimen surface. There still exists a room for scientific discussion to understand the origin of this phenomena, however, it is clear that we can produce a smoother surface if we can reduce the crossing of the twins. K.
Arimoto and other members of our group have already had the technique to reduce the crossing of the stress-induced twins through our previous works for other purpose [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . The stress-induced twins were formed along one kind of {111} plane when we used vicinal substrate because the stresses onto the (111) and on the (11 1 ) are different [12] . In this study, we can apply this technique onto our new specimens. 
Summary
We observed the surface morphology of Si/SiGe/Si(110) mainly using scanning electron microscopy and we also observed microstructure of the specimens using cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy. Through these precise observations, the following results were shown:
1) The plan-view SEM observation and the cross-sectional TEM observation of the identical position reveal that the origin of the thick roughing band is the crossing of the stress-induced twins.
2) The twins keep their crystallographic orientations even after crossing each other. On the other hand, the widths of the twins drastically increase after the crossing.
3) We succeeded in reducing the density of the twin-crossing by using vicinal substrate.
